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ABSTRACT 
Decomposability of a manic matrix polynomial is defined as it was by Colojoara 
and Foias for a single matrix (operator). It is shown that decomposable polynomials 
have properties close to those of linear ones. They are characterized in the general 
case and also when they are products of linear factors. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let L(A) = A - A (in such formulae h will stand for AZ, where Z is the 
identity matrix) be a manic matrix polynomial of degree 1, acting in a=‘, with 
spectrum {A,, . . . , A,}, and let X( A,) denote the subspace of all elements x 
in C” such that the function A + L(A)-’ x has the singularity at most at A, 
(k = 1,. . , r). It is well known that C” is then the (direct) sum of these 
subspaces X( hk) (which are ranges of the corresponding spectral projections). 
In this paper we shall study the corresponding decomposition problem for 
the case of a manic matrix polynomial L(A) = A’ + A”- ‘Al_ i + *** +A, of 
degree I, and call a polynomial L satisfying this property decomposable (in 
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the sense of C. Foias, who initiated the study of the corresponding linear 
problem in infinite-dimensional Banach spaces; cf. the monograph [l]). It will 
turn out that decomposable polynomials of degree I form a proper subclass of 
all polynomials of degree 1 for 1 > 1, consisting of those polynomials which 
have, in a sense, properties close to the case of a linear polynomial. Corollary 
2.4 will show that for a decomposable polynomial the (analogues of the) 
spectral projections exist and, according to Theorem 2.8, play the same role 
as in the linear case. The main tool of the investigation is linearization by 
means of the first companion matrix C, (see, e.g., [3, p. 13]), and Remark 2.9 
shows that in the decomposable case the spectral projections of C, are 
closely connected with those of L. Corollary 2.12 will show that decompos- 
ability is equivalent to the linear in dependence of the generalized eigenspaces 
of L, which are in this case the ranges of the spectral projections. Section 3 
will deal with the problem of decomposability of L in the presence of linear 
divisors, and Example 3.4 will show that this presence is not a necessary 
condition of decomposability. 
Our terminology concerning matrix polynomials will be that of [3]: note 
that we shall use interchangeably the language of matrix and operator 
polynomials acting in C”. Given a manic matrix polynomial L of degree I, 
a,,(x) will denote the set of all singularities (poles) of the function h + 
L(h)-‘x. We set p,(r) = @ \ a,(r). Note if L(h) = A - A, where A is any 
linear operator in @“, then crL( r ) is the so-called local spectrum a,(s) of the 
element x in C” with respect to the operator A. For the local spectral theory 
of elements with respect to operators in Banach spaces we refer to the 
monographs [l] and [2]. The spectral projections of L and C, correspond- 
ing to A, in c(L) = a(C,> will be denoted by P(L, h,) and P(C,, h,), 
respectively. 
The basic space @” will sometimes be denoted by X, whereas the letter X 
will denote half of a Jordan pair (X, 1). The symbol col[a,, . , al] will 
denote the column (block) vector with (block) components a,, . , al. 
2. DECOMPOSABLE POLYNOMIALS 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let L be a manic matrix polynomial of degree 1. If h is 
a subset of C, then let 
X(L,h) ={x~X=C”:L(~))irisholomorphicin@\h) 
= {x E x: cTL( x) c h}. 
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If A, E @, we write X(L, A,) or X(A,,) instead of X(L, {A,}). A polyno- 
mial L with spectrum a(L) = {A,, . , A,.} 1s called decomposable (in the 
sense of Foias) if for any x E X there are elements xk E X( A,) (k = 1, , r) 
such that x = xi + ... fx,. 
We shall need the following 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L he a manic matrix polynomial of degree 1 with j?rst 
companion matrix C,, A, E a(L) = a(C,), and x E X = Cc”. Then the 
Laurent expansions of L(h)-’ and (A - C,>- ’ hate poles of the same order 
at A,,, and the corresponding statement hold<7 for the expansions of L(A)- ’ r 
and (A - C,)-lR, x (here and in the proclf, R, denotes the operator 
col[O, ,O, I], und P, denotes [I, 0, ,O]; cf. [3; p. 141). 
Proof. Consider the Laurent expansions at A,,: 
L(A)-’ = 5 (A - A,$&, (A - C,)-’ = 5 (A - AO)“Qk. 
k= pm k= -YZ 
By [3, Proposition 1.21, we have then 
W’, = P, Qk R, (k E Z). 
Applying the notation and formula (1.6) of 13, pp. 13-141, 
(A - C,)-‘R,x = F(A) -I[ L(:;)’ :]E(A)R,x 
-1 
= F(A)-’ L(A) CT 
] 1 0 
Since the determinant det F( A,) = 1, we obtain the assertion of the lemma. 
n 
The following lemma is basic in what follows. 
LEMMA 2.3. The manic matrix polynomial L of degree 1 is decomposable 
if and only iffor ezjey Aj in (T(L) = q(C,> we have for the corresponding 
spectral projections 
P(C,, A,)R$=” c R,@“. 
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Proof. For any x in @” we have x = x1 + ... +x, if and only if 
R,x = R,x, + ... +R,x,. Further, xj E X(L, Aj) means that L(A))‘x, has 
a pole at most at Aj, By the preceding lemma this is equivalent to (A - 
C,)-‘R,xj having a pole at most at Aj, i.e. to R,xJ E X’(C,, Aj) f’ R,c” = 
P(C,, A,)X’ n R,@“. This holds if and only if the above decomposition of 
R,x is the canonical one with 
‘(Cl, Aj)Rl x = R,xj E R,C”. W 
COROLLARY 2.4. L above is decomposable if and only if the following 
direct sum decomposition of C” holds: 
@” = i @ Pr(l)P(C,, A,)R,C”, 
j=l 
where P(C,, A,>R,c’ C R1sn f or each j, and P1(1) is the canonical projec- 
tion onto the 1 th block in @ , represented by the block matrix [O, . . , 0, I I = 
RT. 
Further, if L is decomposable, then 
P(L, Ai) = Pr(1) P(c,, A~)R, 
is a projection of c”, and for each x E C” the decomposition x = 
with x. E X(L, Aj> is unique 
Fj L ;:‘. ?“[;). Finall;, 
and satisfies xj = P(L, Aj>x 
th e number of r of distinct points in a(L) is then 
not greater than n. 
LEMMA 2.5. IfL is a decomposable manic matrix polynomial of degree 1, 
then (with notation a.s above) 
(i) One has 
(2ri)-’ $(A - Aj)SL(A))’ dh = Pr(Cr - A,)SP(Cr> Aj)Rr 
i 
(for s E N,), where Kj is a sufficiently small circle around Aj; 
(ii) The matrix in (i) is 0 for s = 0, . , 1 - 2 (when 1 > 2); 
(iii) The matrix in (i) is P( L, A,) for s = 1 - 1. 
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Proof. (i) follows from the resolvent form (cf. formula (2.26) in [3, 
p. 651). Moreover, since L is decomposable, for any x in c=” Corollary 2.4 
implies 
(cl - Aj)sp(cl> Aj)R1 x = (C, - Aj)‘R,P(L, Aj)x for s E N,,. 
Multiplying by P, f rom the left, we see from the right-hand side that we 
obtain 0 for s = 0, . . . , 1 - 2 and P(L, A,>x for s = 1 - 1. w 
COROLLARY 2.6. Zf L is u decomposable manic matrix polynomial of 
degree 1 and Aj E a(L), then the main part of the Laurent expansion of 
L(h)-’ at Aj starts with the coeficient W_, = P(L, AI> # 0. 
We introduce the following natural 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let L be a manic matrix polynomial, and A4 a linear 
subspace of @“. Then M is called L-invariant if L( A)M c A4 for each 
A E @. The L-invariant subspace S is called a spectral (maximal) subspace 
for L (for short: L-spectral) if for any L-invariant subspace M such that 
a(LI M > c (r(LIS) we have M C S (here LI M denotes the restriction of L 
to the invariant subspace M). 
THEOREM 2.8. Let L be a manic matrix polynomial of degree 1, acting in 
C” and having spectrum a(L) = {A,, , A,}. Zf L is decomposable, then 
each P(L, Aj>“” = X(L, A,> is an L-spectral subspace of Q=“, and 
+IP(L, Aj)Cn) = {Aj}. 
Conversely, if there is a family {M. : j = 1, . . , r} of L-invariant subspaces 
such that C” = CJ=l MI and (rcL[ Mj) C {Aj} (j = 1,. , r), then L is 
decomposable, and Mj = P(L, A,>C” forj = 1,. , r. 
Proof. Assume at first that L is decomposable, let C, denote the first 
companion matrix, and let Aj E a(L) = cr(C,). For short we shall write 
P(L) and P(C,) instead of P(L, Aj) and P(C,, Aj>, respectively. For any 
x E @” we have, by Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 2.4, 
P(C,)R,x = R,P( L)x. 
Let Rj : @” + @ n1 be the linear operator defined by 
Rjx = col[O ,..., 0,x,0 ,..., 0] 
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where x stands at the jth place counted backwards. Further, let 
col[ cc, ) c, ) ,C[-,] = P(C,)K,x. 
Since P(C,> and C, commute, we obtain 
col[O,. .,O, -P(L)A,x] = P(C,)R,( -A,,r) 
= P(C,)C,&x = C,P(C,)RLX 
= col[c,, . . , cl_ 1, -A,c,, - ... -A,_ lcl_l 1. 
With the notation pa(x) = c0 it follows that 
P( C,) R/X = col[ p,,(x), 0,. . ) o] ) 
P(L)Aox =A,,dr). 
Assume now that for some k = 2,3, . ,1 we have 
Then, with the notation 
we obtain that 
(1) 
01 
col[ P[-~( x), , pO( x),0,. , O] + col[O,. ,O, -P(L) AI-L+~x] 
= P(C,)col[O,. .,O, :,O;. . ., (‘,, -A ,-:+I4 
= P(C,)C, col[O,. . ,o, 5’ ,o,. . . , A] = C,P(C,)Rk_lX 
= col[d,,. ., dl_,, -A,,do - ... -Al_,&,]. 
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Let plPk+i(x) = d,. Then 
k-l 
P(C,)Rk-IX. = co1[pl-k+l(x), .> PO(X) >o,. .> 61, 
(2) 
~‘(L)~x+Ix =AoP~-~+I(~.) +AA,P~-~(x) + ...+Al-k+,~o(+ 
Hence we obtain that 
Therefore 
PO(X) = P(L)r, Pk(X) = 0 for k = 1,2 ,..., 1 - 1. 
This implies, by (21, that 
P(L)FI_~_, = A,_,_,f’(L) (k =2,3 ,..., 2). 
(1) yields that P(L) commutes with A,, hence also with each L(A). 
The restriction Lj of L to the L-invariant suhspace P(L, A,>C” has the 
spectrum { A$. Indeed, for any xj in P( L, Aj>Cn we define 
L,-l(A,)xj = >iykL(A)-‘xj 
If A, z Aj, then the right-hand limit exists, and 
Lj(A,)Lj~i(Ak).rj = lim L(A)L(A))‘x~ =xj. 
A-A, 
Since the spectrum of Lj is nonvoid (for, it coincides with spectrum of the 
companion matrix of Lj>, we obtain a( L.) = { Aj}. Further, if M is an 
L-invariant suhspace such that a(LIM) c fh,), then for any y in M and 
Ak # Aj there exists 
lim L(A)-‘y = F? {L(A)IM]-‘y = {L(Ak)lM}-ly; 
h-h, + k 
hence M c P(L, Aj>Cn. Thus the latter suhspace is L-spectral. 
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To prove the converse, a(LI Mj> c {A,} (j = 1,. , r> implies, as above, 
that Mj c X( L, A .>. By assumption, 
2.4, Mj = P(L, Ajk. 
L is then decomposable. By Corollary 
n 
&MARK 2.9. From the proof it is seen that if L above is decomposable, 
then 
p(c~~Aj)col[x~~x]~~~~~x~-~l 
= col[ P(L, A,)x,,, P(L, Aj)xl,. ./ P(L, h,)r,-,I. 
Hence dim P(C,, Aj>cn” = 1 dim P(L, A,>c”. 
Further, as the referee pointed out, the proof shows that any matrix that 
commutes with a first companion matrix and leaves R,@~ invariant is block 
diagonal with identical blocks on the diagonal. 
It is well known that for an arbitrary manic matrix polynomial an 
eigenvector corresponding to A,j can lie in the linear span of the eigenvectors 
belonging to A, # A,. For decomposable polynomials the situation is much 
closer to the linear case in the following sense. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let the manic matrix polynomial L of degree 1 be 
decomposable. Then for each Aj in a(L) the subspace P( L, A,)@” his exactly 
the linear span of all eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors (cf. [3, p. 241) 
corresponding to Aj. 
Proof. Assume that L(A,)x, = 0 for some x0 E Cm, Then the vector 
x = co1 x0, hjq,. , A!%,,] E c=,‘l ] J 
satisfies (Aj - C,)X = 0; hence P(C,, A,)x = x. By the remark above, then 
col[ xc),. , A;-‘ro ] = p(C,, Aj)x = col[ P(L, A,l)xO,. . , A;-‘P(L, h,)x,]. 
Therefore x0 = P(L, Aj)xo. 
Assume now that the vectors xg, x, , . . . , xk form a Jordan chain corre- 
sponding to Ai for L and that x0, x,, . . , xk _ 1 E P( L, Aj>cn. Since 
; &(Aj)+,- = 9 
r=lj t-1 
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and L(A)P(L, Aj> = P(L, Aj)L(A) (A E C) implies 
L(')(A) P( L, Aj) = P( L, Aj)L”‘( A) (r E N, A E C), 
we obtain that L(Aj)rk = Z’(L, Aj)L(Aj)rk = i!,(Aj)P(L, Aj)xk. Therefore 
L(“i)[ Z - P(L, Aj)]xk = 0. 
By the preceding paragraph, this implies 
xk - P(L, Aj)xk = P(L, Aj)xk - P(L, Aj)xk = 0. 
Hence xk E P(L, Aj)@“. Therefore, the linear span Gj of all eigenvectors 
and generalized eigenvectors corresponding to Aj is contained in P( L, A,)@ ‘. 
If (X,1) is a Jordan p air for the polynomial L, then, by [3, Theorem 
1.201, the nZ X nl matrix COI(XJ~)~~~ is nonsingular. Hence the column 
vectors of X span C”. They are all generalized eigenvectors of L; hence 
c” = f: Gj c i P(L, Aj)a=” = c”. 
j=l j=l 
Since the latter sum is direct, and Gj c P(L, Aj)C=” for j = 1, . . , r, we 
obtain the assertion of the theorem. n 
In the converse direction we have the following 
THEOREM 2.11. Let L be a manic matrix polynomial of degree 1 with 
spectrum a(L) = {A,, . . . , A,.), and let Gj denote the linear span of all 
eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors corresponding to 5. Zf G, r? 
Cj+ k Gj = {O] for k = 1, . . . , r, then L is decomposable. 
Proof. Let (X, 1) be a Jordan pair (cf. [3, p. 401) for L. The structure of 
X and J is then 
x= [x,,...,x,], J=diag[],,...,J,l, 
where (X,, Jk) is a Jordan pair of L(A) corresponding to A, (k = 1, , r-1. 
Hence the linear span of the column vectors of X, is G,. Let Y denote the 
matrix col(XJ”)f~~, and, similarly, let Yk = col( X~~)~~~ for k = 1, . . , r. 
Then Y = [Y,, . . . , Y,.] is a nonsingular nZ X nl matrix, and (see the proof of 
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[3, Theorem 1.201) the columns of Y, form a canonical set of Jordan chains of 
h - C, corresponding to h,. Therefore the linear span of the column vectors 
of Y is @“‘; hence that of the columns of X is c”. Thus our assumptions 
imply that the following sum is direct: 
Gl @ . . . @ G, = C”, 
For any i = 0,. , 1 - 1 and k = 1,. . , r the column vectors of XkJk 
are clearly contained in G,. The preceding paragraph shows that the linear 
span of these column vectors is exactly G,. For any x in cfl 
where P(C,, &)R,r is a linear combination of the column vectors of Yk 
(k = 1,. , r). Since R,x = col[O, , 0, x], the preceding considerations 
show that P(C,, &)R, x = RIQk x, where Qk denotes the kth projection (of 
a=” onto Gk) determined by the direct sum above. By Lemma 2.3, L is then 
decomposable. W 
The last two theorems (with the introduced notation) yield the following 
COROLLARY 2.12. L is dxmmposahle if and only $ G, n C, + k Gj = {O> 
for k = 1, . , r. In this case for the spectral projections we have 
P( L, Ak) = Qk (k = 1,. . , r). 
As an application to a linear homogeneous system of ordinary differential 
equations with constant coefficients (cf. [4, Section 5.7]), we shall formulate 
here Theorem 5.7.2 of [4] for the case when the associated manic matrix 
polynomial L of degree 1 in @ ” is decomposable. We shall use the standard 
notation and introduce some new symbols as well. Let ok denote the sets of 
all points in a(L) with positive, zero, and negative real parts for k = 1, 0, - 1, 
respectively. By Remark 2.9, then 
P(Cl) crk)COl[ xg, ,x1_,] = col[P(L,a~)x” ,..., P(L,c+&,]. 
Let 
K,,(L) = c KerL(h) 
AtrlI 
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By Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 2.10, this sum of subspaces is direct. Thus, if 
a, = [h,, . . , $1 and y E K,(L), th en there are uniquely determined yj E 
Ker L( A,.) (j = 1, . , p) such that y = yi + *.a + yP. It is immediately seen 
that 
col[ y(O), y(l), . ) y’l- I’] E K,(C,) = c KerL(C, - A) 
hEUO 
if and only if (with the decompositions y’“) = yik) + **a +ty:,k)) we have 
Y Ck) E K,(L), yj”’ = A,kyp (k=O,l,..., z-1; j=l,..., p). 
Assume now that 
UZN’ = KerP(C,. a,) @ K,(C,) @ K,(C,), 
where K,(C,) is a direct complement to K,(C,) in P(C,, ~~,>a=“‘. Let 
P(K,(C,)) denote the projection of @‘I’ onto K,(C,) determined by the 
direct sum above (r = 0,I). Then 
P(Cl, go> =P(K”Wl)) + wwG))~ 
Moreover. we have 
P( K,( C,))col[ y(O), y(l), . ) y’r-l’] # 0 
if and only if 
P( K,( C,))col[ P( L, VU) y(O), . . , P( L, oa) y’l-i’] 
f col[ P( L, co) y(O), ) P( L, cro) y(r-l)]. 
According to the preceding paragraph, this holds exactly when either 
P(L, floh) Y Ck) E K(,( L) forsome k=O,l,..., 1-1, 
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or else 
[P(L,UO)Y’k’]j#A~[p(L~uO)y’o’]j for some 
k = O,... ,1-l, j=l,..., p, 
with obvious notation for the jth term in the direct-sum decomposition of a 
vector in K,(L). 
The terms “exponentially (polynomially) increasing,” “exponentially 
decreasing,” and “oscillatory” for a solution are defined e.g. in [4, p. 1771. 
With this notation we have (cf. [4, Theorem 5.7.21) 
THEOREM 2.13. Let x be a solution of 
1-l 
x"'(t) + c Ajx(j)(t) = 0, t E [a,OO), 
j=o 
and assume that L with L(A) = A’ + IX::‘, AjAj is decomposable. Then 
(1) x is exponentially increasing if and only if there is j E No, 0 < j < 
1 - 1, such that P(L cr,)x(j)(a) # 0. 
(2) x is polynomi’ally increasing if and only if for every j E No, 0 < j =G 
1 - 1, we have P(L, cl)x(-I)(a) = 0, and either P(L, a,)xCk)(a) G K,(L) for 
some k = 0, 1, . . . , 1 - 1, or else [P(L, ao)xCk)(a)lj # Ajk[P(L, ~o,>x(a)lj 
for some pair k = 0, 1, ,1 - 1 and j = 1, . , p; 
(3) x is oscillatory if and only if neither (1) nor (2) holds, and there is 
j=O , , I - 1 such that P(L, uo)x’j’(a) # 0; 
(4) x is exponentially decreasing if and only if 
col[x(a),x’(a),...,x(‘-‘)(a)] 
= col[P(L,(~,)x(a) ,,.., P(L, a,)&‘)(a)] + 0. 
In cases (1) and (4), the exponent (see [4, p. 1771) of x is equal to 
max{Re h:P( L,h)x (“)(a) #Oforsomek=O,l,...,l- 1 
and h E u1 (and A E u_ 1, respectively)}. 
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3. DECOMPOSABILITY AND LINEAR DIVISORS 
LEMMA 3.1. Let L(A) = (A - A)Q(A), where Q is a manic matrix 
polynomial, be decomposable. Then u(L) = o(A), where a(A) denotes the 
spectrum of A. 
Proof. The form of L implies that a( A) c cr( L). Assume that C#J = 
a(L)/u(A) = {A,, . . , A&. S’ mce L is decomposable, for every x E X = C” 
we have 
x = x( A,) + -** +x( Ak) + x(A), 
where oLL[ x(A,)] c {A,) for r = 1,. . . , k, and a,[~( A)1 C a(A). On the 
other hand, ~A[x(A,.>l C a(A). 
We show that for each y E X satisfying crJ y> n uA( y> = 0 we have 
y = 0. Indeed, f or every A rS o(L) 
Q(A)L(A)-‘y = (A -A))‘y. 
Each A, E C belongs either to P~( y ) or to pA( y); hence the X-valued 
function above has a holomorphic extension to all of @, and it is clearly 
holomorphic at a. By Liouville’s theorem, then y = 0. As a corollary, 
x(A,) = ... = r(A,) = 0. Therefore u~( x) = oJ x(A)] C a(A) for every 
x E x. 
To finish the proof we show that 
u(L) c U{q( x) : x E x} 
Let A,, E n{ p,(x): x E X}. Th en we define the linear operator L-l(A,> in 
X bY 
L-‘(A& = Fy L(A)-% (x EX). 
+ 0 
Then lim, ~ A0 1 L(A)-l - LP ‘( A,)[ = 0; hence 
_@(A,)L(A,) = L(A,)L-‘( A,) = 1. 
Therefore A, e V(L), and the proof is complete. n 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Q be a manic matrix polynomial, L(A) = (A - A)Q( A), 
and x E X. Then a;l( x) c u,< xl. The polynomial L is decomposable if and 
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only if 
s;\(x) = CL(X) (x E X). (3) 
proof. Since Q(h)L(A)-‘x = (A - A)-‘x [A P a(L), x E Xl, it f’d 
lows that A,, E pL( x> implies A, E p,(r). 
Assume now that (3) holds. The proof of the preceding lemma shows that 
then 
u(L)= u(~L(~):~Ex}= u{a,(x):xEX]=a(A). 
Let this set be {A,, . , A,J. Since A - A has degree 1, for every x E X there 
are x,, , xs E X such that 
x = x1 + ... +x 
S’ 
aA c {Ak} (k = l,...,s). 
By (3), L is then decomposable. 
Assume now that L is decomposable. Let a(L) = a(A) = IA,, , A,), 
and x E X. There exist then x,, , x,~ in X such that 
x = x, + ... +x,,, aI_(xk) c {Ak} (k = l,...,s). 
By the first paragraph, then q,(x,) c {Ak}. Since A - A has degree 1, the 
vectors xk are uniquely determined as the corresponding vectors with respect 
to the decomposition of A: 
X k = P(A,Ak)x (k = l,...,s), 
where P( A, Ak) denotes the corresponding spectral projection. Clearly, 
a,(~,> = qi(xk) = {Ak} exactly when xk # 0; otherwise gI,(xk) = q4(zk) = 
0. Hence 
and (3) follows. n 
THEOREM 3.3. Let L(A) = (A - A,)*..(A - Ak). The polynomial L is 
decomposable if and only zy the diagonable (scalar) parts of A,, , A, are 
identical. 
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Proof. Assume that L is decomposable. Let Q(h) = (A - A,) ..* (A - 
Ak). Then L(h)-‘(A - A,) = Q(A)-’ for A 6 CT(L). Let X, = 
{x E X: oA$x) c (A,} c o(A,)}, and x,. E X,. Since L is decomposable, 
a,(~,> = a,,(~,) c {A,}. Hence for Aj # A, the limit lim,, A L(A)-ix, exists 
for each x, E X,. Therefore we can define Lp’(A,) as limi, Ai L(A)-‘IX,.. 
It is a linear operator from X, into X, ancl 
lim Q( A))lr, = 
A-A, 
lim L(A)-‘(A - A,)r, = Lp’(AJ)(A,j - A,)x, 
A+ A, 
exists for any xr in X, (since X, is Al-invariant). This implies that ao(x,> = 
a,l(x,.> = a,(~,> for any x, in X,. Hence Q(A)-‘x = Q(A)-‘(xl + ... +x,) 
forany x =x, + ... +x,~ with x, E X, (r = 1,. . , s), and 
q?(x) = %,(4 = oL(r) (x EX). 
By Lemma 3.2, if 0 f x, E X, then 
Hence a,$~,> = {A,) = ao(x,), and so 
This shows that the corresponding spectral projections P( A,, A,) and 
P(A,, A,) are identical. Moreover, by Lemma 3.2, Q is decomposable, so we 
can repeat this first step of the proof and obtain that the corresponding 
spectral projections; hence the diagonable parts of A,, . . , A, are identical. 
Conversely, from the assumption it follows that a(L) = CT( A,) = 1.. = 
v(Ak). Let this set be denoted by {A,, . . , A$ c @. Then for the corre- 
sponding spectral projections we have 
P( A,, Aj) = ‘( Ai, Aj)> P( Ai, Aj)X = {x E X: a&) c {h,}} 
(r,i=l,..., k; j=l,..., p). 
Since L(A)-‘x = (A - Ak)-l ... (A - A,)-lx for any A @ a(L), x E X, 
and all the subspaces Xj = P(A,, A,)X are A,-invariant with direct sum 
Xi @ ... @ X, = X, the Xj are also L(A)-invariant with a[LlX,] C {A,}, and 
for A # A. .l 
i(A)-’ xj = (A - Rk)-l ..* (A - il)-lxj (for xj E Xj), 
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where ? denotes the restriction of the operator T to Xj. Therefore 
P( Ai, Aj)X = { x E x: VL(X) c {h,}}; 
hence L is decomposable. n 
The following example will show that a manic matrix polynomial can be 
decomposable without being a product of monk linear factors. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let 
A2 -(A + 1) A+1 
L(A)= 0 
[ 
A" -2A+ 1 . 
0 0 (A - 1)” I 
Then L is a manic matrix polynomial of degree 2 in C3 with spectrum 
a(L) = {0, l}. Its inverse L(A)-’ acts on x = col[x,, x2, x3] E C3 as fol- 
1 ows: 
[ 
A-’ (A + l)A-4 -(A + 1)A-4 
L(A)-%= 0 A-2 (2A - l)(A - 1)-2A-” x 
0 0 (A - l)-’ I 
= 
/ 
A-%, + (A + 1)A-4~2 - (A + 1)A-4r3 
AP2x2 + (2A - l)(A - 1)-2A-2x3 . 
(A - 1))2x3 
for each u = col[u,, up, u3] E C3 we have 
Ul 
[ 1 u2 - u3 + 0 
It is easily seen that X(L, 0) = {U E @ 
u2 = u,}; hence L is decomposable. 
0 
1 i 
Ul 
ug = u2 
u3 u3 1. 
: u3 = a, xc L, 1) = {u E C3 : vi = 0, 
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Consider now the matrices 
x= 
Then 
[ 0 00010 11 0 10 10, 1 I= i 
X] = 
010000 
001000 
000100 
000000 
000011 
Lo 0 0 0 0 1J 
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1. 
011000 
0 0 0 111, 
000011 1 
and 
X s= X] [ 1 
is a nonsingular 6 X 6 matrix. From the matrix polynomial L(A) = A2 + 
A,h + A, we obtain that 
0 
A,=0 [ 
-1 1 
01, 1 A, = 
0 0 1 
-0 -1 1 
0 0 -2, 
-0 0 -2 1 
and A, X + A,XJ + Xl” = 0. By [3, Theorem 1.231, (X, J> is then a Jordan 
pair of the matrix polynomial L. According to [3, Theorem 3.121, for every 
manic right (linear) divisor of L there is a J-invariant subspace M of 
dimension 3 such X 1 M is invertible. 
The type of the Jordan matrix J shows that all the 3dimensional 
]-invariant subspaces M, are the linear spans of the following (canonical) 
unit vectors: M, = {e,, e2, e,), M2 = (e,, e2, es), M, = {e,, e5, e,J. It is 
immediately seen that neither of the restrictions X] M, (ii = 1,2,3) is 
invertible; hence L has no factorization into manic linear factors, though it 
is decomposable. 
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